SCC Standard Computers & Peripherals

Laptops

Laptops are offered to South Central College Faculty or Staff who would benefit from added mobility due to the changing technology climate on campus. These laptops would replace any existing machine and serve as the primary computer for any user. Two different models are offered and supported, read more about them below.

HP EliteBook 840 G5
This laptop is for users who prefer a slightly smaller profile and lighter weight laptop.

14" screen
Intel Core i5-8250U
Intel HD 620 Graphics
8 GB RAM
256 GB PCIe Solid State Drive
14 " FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED
720p TripleMic Webcam

HP EliteBook 850 G5
This laptop is for users who prefer the built in numeric '10-key' keyboard with a larger screen

15” screen
Intel Core i5-8250U
Intel HD 620 Graphics
8 GB RAM
256 GB PCIe Solid State Drive
15.6 " FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED
720p TripleMic Webcam
Numeric keypad
Desktop

*Desktops will be offered to employees when the mobility of laptops are not necessary or practical.*

**HP ProDesk 600 G4 Desktop**
- Intel Core i5 8500T with Intel HD 620 Graphics
- 8 GB RAM
- 256GB M.2 2280 PCIe Solid State Drive
- Wired Keyboard and Mouse

Peripherals

*Employees who receive a laptop can choose to be provided with a laptop dock, wired keyboard, and wired mouse and optional monitor. Employees with either a desktop or laptop can request a dual monitor setup. Dual monitor requests will be filled based on work need first, then secondly on monitor availability.*

**21” HP Monitor**

**Dock**
- Docks will support two monitors, ethernet, and multiple USB ports.

**Wired Keyboard/Mouse**